ABSTRACT Here and in the companion paper (Part I), a novel conceptual framework on the measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance and rules for fractors in series and parallel is mainly discussed. The term fractor arose following the successful synthesis of a fractional-order capacitor or a fractional-order inductor in an analog circuit. Fractor is actually a promising fractional-order circuit element that is a core component for the hardware implementation of the fractional-order circuits and systems. The term fractance, as a portmanteau of the fractional-order impedance, refers to the fractional-order impedance of a fractor. Up to now, however, no effective measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance have been proposed for fractor, which is a challenging theoretical problem. Motivated by this need, in this paper, we studied the fractional-order measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance and rules for fractors in series and parallel. We use the state-of-the-art mathematical method, fractional calculus, to analyze the proposed conceptual framework. In particular, the fundamental issues introduced in the companion paper (Part I) are combined with an analysis for the realistic requirement of the fractional-order measurement units of fractance, and a proposal for the fractional-order measurement units for capacitive fractance and inductive fractance, respectively, as well as the fractional-order physical dimensions of fractance, together with the rules for fractors in series and parallel, respectively. Finally, an arbitrary-order fractor in the form of an analog circuit is achieved by the binomial theorem-based approximate implementation, the implementations of capacitance and resistance of arbitrary value are discussed, and approximately implemented fractors in series and parallel are analyzed in detail experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this second part of a two-part sequence, the fundamental issues introduced in the companion paper (Part I) [1] are combined with an analysis for the realistic requirement of the fractional-order measurement units of fractance, and a proposal for the fractional-order measurement units for capacitive fractance and inductive fractance, respectively, as well as the fractional-order physical dimensions of fractance, together with the rules for fractors in series and parallel, respectively. This paper uses the same notation as Part I [1] .
The application of fractional calculus to circuits and systems, especially to a promising fractional-order circuit element called fractor, is an emerging and interesting discipline, in which insufficient studies have been implemented. Fractional calculus has been applied to circuits and systems mainly because of its inherent strength of long-term memory, non-locality, and weak singularity. The term ''fractor'' arose following the successful synthesis of a fractional-order capacitor or a fractional-order inductor in an analog circuit. The term ''fractance'', as a portmanteau of ''the fractionalorder impedance,'' refers to the fractional-order impedance of a fractor [2] - [10] . Further, the driving-point impedance function of fractor is its fractional-order reactance. There are two types of fractor in nature: capacitive fractor and inductive fractor. Moreover, to seek the fractional-order extreme points of an energy norm, the integer-order steepest descent approach has been generalized to a fractional-order approach [11] . In light of the fundamental issues introduced in Part I [1] , on the one hand, a capacitive fractor is a fractional-order capacitor, which involves a negative-order fractional differential filter. The capacitive fractance is the fractional-order impedance of a capacitive fractor. Since the position of purely ideal capacitive fractor in Chua's circuit axiomatic element system is between that of a capacitor and that of a resistor, the electrical properties of a purely ideal capacitive fractor should fall in between those of a capacitor and those of a resistor. On the other hand, an inductive fractor is a fractional-order inductor, which involves a positive-order fractional differential filter. The inductive fractance is the fractional-order impedance of an inductive fractor. Since the position of purely ideal inductive fractor in Chua's circuit axiomatic element system is between that of an inductor and that of a resistor, the electrical properties of a purely ideal inductive fractor should fall in between those of an inductor and those of a resistor.
In particular, with respect to the fundamental issues introduced in Part I [1] , the tree type [2] , [4] , two-circuit type [3] , [6] , H type [3] , [7] , net-grid type [3] , [8] - [10] should be four discovered natural implementations of purely ideal fractor. What distinguishes the aforementioned four types of fractor [2] - [4] , [6] - [10] from the other approximate implementations of fractor [4] , [12] - [30] is that the floating point values of the capacitance, inductance, and resistance of these four natural fractal structure types of fractor [2] - [4] , [6] - [10] are never required in deed. In fact, there are zero errors between these four types of fractance [2] - [4] , [6] - [10] with infinite recursive extreme self-similar structures and a purely ideal fractance, whereas the corresponding devices manufactured utilizing the other approximate implementations of fractor [4] , [12] - [30] could never represent a purely ideal fractor. There are many remarkable progresses in the approximate implementations of fractor. For example, L. Dorčák et al. proposed the analogue electronic realization of the fractional-order (FO) systems, e.g. controlled objects and/or controllers whose mathematical models are FO differential equations. The electronic realization is based on FO differentiator and FO integrator where operational amplifiers are connected with appropriate impedance, i.e. the FO element or constant phase element (CPE) [21] - [23] . J. Valsa et al. described a possible realization of such a model that is quite simple and in spite of its simplicity makes it possible to simulate the properties of ideal CPEs [24] . E. A. Gonzalez and I. Petráš offered a comprehensive discussion on the applications of fractional calculus in the design and implementation of fractional-order systems in the form of electronic circuits that could be used for signal processing and control engineering applications [25] . E. A. Gonzalez et al. presented the mathematical properties of a generalized fractional-order two-port network represented as a symmetrical T-section through its hybrid parameters [26] . G. L. Abulencia et al. studied the analog realization of a selectable fractional-order differentiator in a microelectronics scale, whose order of differentiation can be selected between 0.25 and 0.50 [27] . A. Tepljakov et al. proposed a modification of Newton's method for approximating a firstorder implicit fractional transfer function, which corresponds to a frequency-bounded fractional differentiator or integrator [28] . A. Tepljakov et al. investigated the possibilities of network generation from the fractional-order controller approximations derived using different methods proposed over the years [29] . E. A. Gonzalez et al. proposed the conceptual design of a variable fractional-order differentiator in which the order can be selected from 0 to 1 with an increment of 0.05 [30] .
In general, the natural implementations of various materials could usually indicate their substantive characteristics. The electrical characteristics of the aforementioned four types of fractor in its natural implementations [2] - [4] , [6] - [10] inspire me to apply their infinite recursive extreme self-similar structures to the theoretical derivation of the fractional-order reactance of an arbitrary-order purely ideal fractor. In this paper, based on the studies already mentioned [1] - [11] , we propose the fractional-order measurement unit of capacitive fractance and the fractional-order measurement unit of inductive fractance, respectively, as well as the fractional-order physical dimensions of fractance and the rules for fractors in series and parallel. These two companion papers are two elaborately expanded versions of the conference publications of my previous work [31] , [32] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes a brief necessary recall on some intrinsic electrical characteristics of an arbitrary-order purely ideal fractor in its natural implementation. Section 3 discusses the fractional-order measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance. In Section 3, based on mathematical and physical analysis, the realistic requirement of the fractionalorder measurement units of fractance is analyzed; the fractional-order measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance are proposed, followed by the rules for fractors in series and parallel. Section 4 presents the experimental results obtained and the associated analysis carried out in detail. Here, at first, an arbitrary-order fractor in the form of an analog circuit is achieved approximately. Second, the implementation of capacitance and resistance of arbitrary value by active elements is studied. Third, approximately implemented fractors in series and parallel are further analyzed in detail. In Section 5, the conclusions of this manuscript are presented.
II. RELATED WORK
This section includes a brief necessary recall on some intrinsic electrical characteristics of an arbitrary-order purely ideal fractor in its natural implementation. VOLUME 4, 2016 In light of the fundamental issues introduced in Part I [1] , we can see that first, the position of purely ideal fractor in Chua's axiomatic circuit element system can be shown as given in Figure 1 . With respect to the fundamental issues introduced in Part I [1] , in view of logical consistency, axiomatic completeness, formal symmetry, and constitutive relation, from Figure 1 , we can see that in Chua's periodic table of all twoterminal circuit elements, the v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor, where 0 < v < 1, should be lying on the line segment, S 1 , between C and R. Meanwhile, the v-order purely ideal inductive fractor, where 0 < v < 1, should be lying on the line segment, S 2 , between L and R. Moreover, if the fractional-order v satisfies n < v < n + 1, where n is a nonnegative integer, the v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor and the v-order purely ideal inductive fractor should be still lying on the line segments S 1 and S 2 of Chua's periodic table of all two-terminal circuit elements in Figure 1 , respectively. Thus, it is natural to consider that the electrical properties of purely ideal capacitive fractor should fall in between the electrical properties of capacitor and those of resistor. In a similar way, the electrical characteristics of inductive fractor should fall in between the electrical characteristics of inductor and those of resistor.
Second, the capacitive reactance of an ordinary capacitor in its natural implementation can be given as:
where c is the capacitance of an ordinary capacitor, and s is the Laplace operator. Third, the fractional-order v, capacitance c, and resistance r are nonlinearly hybridized with the v-order purely ideal capacitive fractance in its natural implementations. The fractional-order capacitive reactance of an arbitrary-order purely ideal capacitive fractor should be closely related with the fractional-order v, capacitance c, and resistance r, simultaneously. The fractional-order capacitive reactance of an arbitrary-order purely ideal capacitive fractor in its natural implementation can be derived as:
where v = q + p is a positive real number, q is a positive integer, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Fourth, the inductive reactance of an ordinary inductor can be given as:
where l is the inductance of an ordinary inductor. Fifth, the fractional-order v, inductance l, and resistance r are nonlinearly hybridized with the v-order purely ideal inductive fractance in its natural implementations. The fractional-order inductive reactance of an arbitraryorder purely ideal inductive fractor should be closely related with the fractional-order v, inductance l, and resistance r, simultaneously. The fractional-order inductive reactance of an arbitrary-order purely ideal inductive fractor in its natural implementation can be derived as:
where v = q + p is a positive real number, q is a positive integer, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.
III. FRACTIONAL-ORDER MEASUREMENT UNITS AND PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF FRACTANCE AND RULES FOR FRACTORS IN SERIES AND PARALLEL

A. REALISTIC REQUIREMENT OF FRACTIONAL-ORDER MEASUREMENT UNITS OF FRACTANCE
In this subsection, to better understand the proposed theoretical framework of this paper, the realistic requirement of the fractional-order measurement units of fractance is analyzed.
There is no doubt that we are now experiencing an unprecedented great innovation of circuits and systems theory. The ordinary integer-order two-terminal circuit elements such as capacitor, resistor, inductor, memristor, memcapacitor, and meminductor, belong to an integer-order space, whereas the emerging fractional-order two-terminal circuit elements such as fractor and fractional-order memristor belong to a fractional-order space, which jointly constitute our fascinating real world of circuits and systems. Figure 1 shows that in view of Chua's axiomatic circuit element system, the position of an ordinary integer-order two-terminal basic circuit element should be on a discrete point lattice position of Chua's periodic table of all two-terminal circuit elements, whereas the position of an emerging fractional-order two-terminal circuit element, such as fractor, should be lying on a line segment between two discrete point lattice positions of Chua's periodic table of all two-terminal circuit elements. The emerging fractional-order two-terminal circuit elements, such as fractors, extend the theoretical concepts of the ordinary integer-order two-terminal circuit elements from the integer-order to the fractional-order. The traditional integer-order measurement units are simple and logical ways for describing the ordinary integer-order two-terminal circuit elements, but they cannot efficiently describe the emerging fractional-order two-terminal circuit elements. This is a realistic requirement for us to use the fractional-order measurement units of fractance.
As we know, log-log plot is very useful for recognizing the physical relationship and estimating parameters of a power function. Therefore, it is natural to ponder how we can apply log-log plot to analyzing the electrical characteristics of fractance. With respect to an arbitrary-order purely ideal capacitive fractor and an arbitrary-order purely ideal inductive fractor, (2) and (4) can be rewritten as, respectively:
where (5) and (6), their charge storing v-order reactances can be also described by, respectively:
Note that (5) and (7) allow for the description of an ordinary resistor with v = 0, through a v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor to an ordinary first-order capacitor with v = 1, and through a v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor to an k-order RC network with v = k, where k is a nonzero integer. Likewise, (6) and (8) allow for the description of an ordinary resistor with v = 0, through a v-order purely ideal inductive fractor to an ordinary first-order inductor with v = 1, and through a v-order purely ideal inductive fractor to an k-order RL network with v = k. Therefore, from (7) and (8), the k-order reactance of a k-order RC network and a k-order RL network can be described by, respectively:
where Z rc −k and Z rl k denote the k-order reactance of a k-order RC network and a k-order RL network, respectively. K RC = r k , K RL = r k , τ RC = rc = 1/ω c , and τ RL = l/r = 1/ω c . K RC and τ RC denote the reference impedance in magnitude and the reference time scale of a k-order RC network, respectively. K RL and τ RL denote the reference impedance in magnitude and the reference time scale of a k-order RL network, respectively. ω c denotes the reference angular frequency.
Comparing the (5) and (7) with (9), we can see that with respect to a v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor, K CF = r 1−p+v is a (1 − p + v)-order power function of both resistance r and the fractional-order v, whereas with regard to a k-order RC network, K RC = r k is a k-order power function of both resistance r and the integer-order k. Likewise, comparing the (6) and (8) with (10), we can see that with respect to a v-order purely ideal inductive fractor, K IF = r 1−p+v is a (1 − p + v)-order power function of both resistance r and the fractional-order v, whereas with regard to a k-order RL network, K RL = r k is a k-order power function of both resistance r and the integer-order k.
In addition, Bode diagram is a well-known graph of the frequency response of a system, which is a kind of log-log plot. Let me apply Bode diagram to analyzing the electrical characteristics of fractance. Thus, from (7), (8) , (9) , and (10), it follows that, respectively:
where
, and L rl k (ω) are the reference magnitude at the reference angular frequency of the Bode diagram of an arbitrary-order purely ideal capacitive
fractor, an arbitrary-order purely ideal inductive fractor, a k-order RC network, and a k-order RL network, respecively.
, and ϕ rl k (ω) are the phase of the Bode diagram of an arbitrary-order purely ideal capacitive fractor, an arbitrary-order purely ideal inductive fractor, a k-order RC network, and a k-order RL network, respecively. ω c denotes the reference angular frequency.
Equations (11)- (14) , as shown at the top of this page, show that first, the physical impedances of a v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor, a v-order purely ideal inductive fractor, a k-order RC network, and a k-order RL network cannot be efficiently described in the traditional integerorder measurement units with their reference magnitudes at the reference angular frequency and phases on a Bode diagram, respectively. The reference magnitudes at the reference angular frequency in (11)- (14) can be plotted as a straight line on Bode diagram versus frequency, which can be described by three pieces of information: the horizontal coordinate and vertical coordinate of a reference point on the straight line, and the slope of the straight line, however, their reference magnitudes at the reference angular frequency nonlinearly contain the collective physical information of order (v or k), resistance (r), capacitance (c) or inductance (l), and the angular frequency (ω) at the same time. Furthermore, their inclusive physical information of resistance and capacitance or inductance present in the forms of logarithm: log r and log c or log l, respectively. Apparently, the reference magnitude of fractance in the form of logarithm on Bode diagram cannot be describe separately by order (v), resistance (r), capacitance (c) or inductance (l), and the angular frequency (ω). Then, if we attempt to describe the physical impedance of fractance in the traditional integer-order measurement units with magnitude and phase on Bode diagram, it leads to another theoretical problem: what the physical meaning and the measurement units of
are. This issue is a paradox. Thus, we can see that the traditional integer-order measurement units are simple and logical ways for describing the ordinary two-terminal circuit elements, but they cannot efficiently describe the emerging fractional-order two-terminal circuit elements.
Second, in view of signal analysis and signal processing, Bode diagram could be actually treated as a specific time-frequency analysis. In light of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, just like other methods of timefrequency analysis such as Fourier transform, Gauss transform, Z transform, the fractional-order Fourier transform, Gabor transform, wavelet transform, and the fractional-order wavelet transform, Bode diagram is merely an analyzing method converting original physical problems from one timefrequency-space to another time-frequency-space domain. The nature of a realistic physical rule of circuits and systems in real world cannot be changed because of the change of its analysis method. Bode diagram can easily convert the physical variable combinations and regular form of a power function and simplify its analysis, but it actually cannot change the intrinsic fractional-order relationship among physical variables of fractance. The intrinsic physical problems of the measurement units of (1 − p) · log (Ohm) − v · log (Farad) and (1 − p) · log (Ohm) + v · log (Henry) are essentially still to deal with the natures of (Ohm)
respectively. This is a realistic requirement for us to use the fractional-order measurement units of fractance. Common usage of reference impedance 3402 VOLUME 4, 2016 magnitude and phase in integer-order measurement units are inadequate to cover description of fractance behavior, and are unable to allow for straightforward derivation of the rules for fractors in series and parallel. It is well known that the rules for ordinary resistors in series and parallel can be given as, respectively:
where Z i (s), Z s (s), and Z p (s) denote the resistance of resistor, resistors in series, and resistors in parallel in Laplace transform domain, respectively. These simple rules for ordinary resistors in series and parallel hold if and only if the integer-order measurement units and physical dimensions are maintained, which should be not suitable for fractors in series and parallel. Third, the slope of the impedance straight lines of a k-order RC network, a k-order RL network, a v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor, and a v-order purely ideal inductive fractor can be given by corresponding exponents. Further, the phases of a k-order RC network, a k-order RL network, a v-order purely ideal capacitive fractor, and a v-order purely ideal inductive fractor can be given by ϕ = −kπ /2, ϕ = kπ /2, ϕ = −vπ /2, and ϕ = vπ /2, respectively. Their phases should be approximately constant over the same range of operating frequency, which is only determined by a single factor, namely, the order. Thus, we can further see that an arbitrary-order purely ideal capacitive fractor, an arbitrary-order purely ideal inductive fractor, a k-order RC network, and a k-order RL network are all essentially constant phase circuit elements.
Fourth, although log-log regression can be even used to estimate the fractional dimension of a naturally occurring fractal, going in the reverse direction, observing that data appears as an approximate line on a log-log scale and concluding that the data follows a power law, is invalid [33] . Therefore, with regard to a noised fractor, log-log regression is inefficient. In particular, with regard to an actual analog circuit of a capacitive fractor, the schematic for a fractional-order integrator can be shown as given in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , F, R, A, V i , and V o represent a v-order capacitive fractor, a resistor, an amplifier, input voltage, and output voltage of a v-order integrator, respectively. In this instance, the v-order feedback reactance of a v-order capacitive fractor can be given by (5) and the input impedance is a resistance, R. Therefore, we can derive the transform function of the v-order integrator in Figure 2 , the overall gain H A of the amplifier A, from Kirchhoff's voltage law and Kirchhoff's current law. It follows that:
It is apparent that (17) has the form of the Laplace transform of a fractional-order integrator of order v. Rewriting (17) in terms of the Laplace variable, s = jω, the following can be obtained:
Further, swapping positions of the resistor and the v-order capacitive fractor in Figure 2 could result in a v-order differentiator. Note that the transform function of this v-order integrator is a dimensionless quantity that can be easily calculated from the generalized form of equation (5) . Cascading such circuits will result in their transform functions multiplying and their phases adding in Laplace transform domain. Using (17) and (18), from the Riemann-Liouville defined fractional integral, one can explicitly write out the fractional integral modeled by the analogue circuit of Figure 2 as follows:
Equation (19) show that it now becomes clear how the reference impedance in magnitude K CF = r 1−p+v and the reference time constant τ CF = rc = 1/ω c (derived from the reference frequency) collectively contribute to the Riemann-Liouville defined fractional integral, i.e.
Furthermore, it could become even clearer when we use the Grünwald-Letnikov defined limit sum for fractional integral, given as: where t = (t − a)/N . Equation (20) show that a reasonable interpretation is that K CF ·τ −v CF = c −v r 1−p rescales time in the sum over the history of the input signal. Fractional calculus has been applied to circuits and systems mainly because of its inherent strength of long-term memory, non-locality, and weak singularity. Note especially that the v-order capacitive fractor can only be properly interpreted when K CF = r 1−p+v and τ CF = rc = 1/ω c are considered collectively. Likewise, the v-order inductive fractor can only be properly interpreted when K IF = r 1−p+v and τ IF = l/r = 1/ω c are considered collectively, i. e.
Equations (11), (12), (19) , and (20) show that how K CF = r 1−p+v and τ CF = rc = 1/ω c or K IF = r 1−p+v and τ IF = l/r = 1/ω c collectively affect overall aspects of the computation of a capacitive fractor or an inductive fractor, respectively, so separating log r and log c or log l respectively to consider the measurement units of fractance will cause a loss of much information. In fact, Figure 1 shows that the electrical properties of purely ideal capacitive fractor should fall in between the electrical properties of capacitor and those of resistor. Similarly, the electrical characteristics of inductive fractor should fall in between the electrical characteristics of inductor and those of resistor. Therefore, to collectively compute
of fractance, the traditional integer-order measurement units actually need be extended to the fractional-order measurement units.
B. FRACTIONAL-ORDER MEASUREMENT UNITS AND PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF FRACTANCE
In this subsection, to satisfy the realistic requirement of the fractional-order measurement units of fractance, the fractional-order measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance are proposed.
Equation (2) represents the fractional-order capacitive reactance of an arbitrary-order purely ideal capacitive fractor. Equation (4) represents the fractional-order inductive reactance of an arbitrary-order purely ideal inductive fractor. Thus, based on (2) and (4), in this subsection, the fractionalorder measurement units for capacitive and inductive fractance are proposed, respectively, as well as the fractionalorder physical dimensions of fractance. In next subsection, the rules for fractors in series and parallel are then introduced.
At first, with respect to capacitive fractance, from comparison of (1) and (2), we can see that the dimension of c v r 1−p = c q+p r 1−p essentially determines the fractionalorder measurement units and physical dimensions of capacitive fractance. Equation (2) reflects the nature of the electrical characteristics of an arbitrary-order capacitive fractor in its natural implementation. It is well known that the measurement units of capacitance, resistance, and time are Farad (F), Ohm ( ), and Second (s), respectively. Consequently, it is natural to suggest defining (Yi − FeiPU) −v (abbreviated as P −v ) as the fractional-order measurement unit of the v-order capacitive fractance F −v , where v = q+p is a positive real number, q is a positive integer, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, given as:
Thus, the fractional-order physical dimension of a v-order capacitive fractance F −v are defined as:
Equation (21) shows that the v-order capacitive fractance F −v of (2) is equal to:
Equations (21) and (22) further show that the electrical characteristics of a capacitive fractor fall in between those of a capacitor and those of a resistor. As aforementioned discussion, a capacitive fractor in its natural implementation consists of a series of ordinary capacitors and resistors in the form of an analog circuit with an infinite recursive structure exhibiting self-similarity. Then, the electrical characteristics of a capacitive fractor must involve both capacitor-like and resistor-like electrical characteristics simultaneously, which indicates that a capacitive fractor is the result of a nonlinear fractional-order interaction among the capacitors and resistors of which it is composed. In particular, if q = 0 and p = 1, from (21), one can obtain:
Equation (24) shows that if q = 0 and p = 1, the v-order capacitive fractance F −v = F −(q+p) converts into ordinary capacitance. In other words, an ordinary capacitor is a special case of an arbitrary-order capacitive fractor in its natural implementation. Further, if q = 0 and p = 0, from (21), the following can be obtained:
Equation (25) shows that if q = 0 and p = 0, the v-order capacitive fractance F −v = F −(q+p) converts into ordinary resistance. In other words, an ordinary resistor is a special case of an arbitrary-order capacitive fractor in its natural implementation. Secondly, with respect to inductive fractance, from comparison of (3) and (4), we can see that the dimension of l v r 1−p = l q+p r 1−p essentially determines the fractionalorder measurement units and physical dimensions of inductive fractance. Equation (4) reflects the nature of the electrical characteristics of an arbitrary-order inductive fractor in its natural implementation. It is well known that the measurement unit of inductor is Henry (H). Consequently, it is natural to suggest defining (Yi − FeiPU) v (abbreviated as P v ) as the fractional-order measurement unit of the v-order inductive 3404 VOLUME 4, 2016 fractance F v , where v = q + p is a positive real number, q is a positive integer, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, given as:
Thus, the fractional-order physical dimension of a v-order inductive fractance F v are defined as:
Equation (26) show that the v-order inductive fractance F v of (4) is equal to:
Equations (26) and (27) further show that the electrical characteristics of an inductive fractor fall in between those of an inductor and those of a resistor. As aforementioned discussion, an inductive fractor in its natural implementation consists of a series of ordinary inductors and resistors in the form of an analog circuit with an infinite recursive structures exhibiting self-similarity. Then, the electrical characteristics of an inductive fractor must involve both inductor-like and resistor-like electrical characteristics simultaneously, which indicates that an inductive fractor is the result of a nonlinear fractional-order interaction among the inductors and resistors of which it is composed. In particular, if q = 0 and p = 1, from (26), one can obtain:
Equation (29) shows that if q = 0 and p = 1, the v-order inductive fractance F v = F q+p converts into ordinary inductance. In other words, an ordinary inductor is a special case of an arbitrary-order inductive fractor in its natural implementation. Further, if q = 0 and p = 0, from (26), the following can be obtained:
Equation (30) shows that if q = 0 and p = 0, the v-order inductive fractance F −v = F −(q+p) converts into ordinary resistance. In other words, an ordinary resistor is a special case of an arbitrary-order inductive fractor in its natural implementation.
C. RULES FOR FRACTORS IN SERIES AND PARALLEL
In this subsection, based on the proposed the fractional-order measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance, the rules for fractors in series and parallel are further introduced. For the convenience of illustration, the v-order capacitive fractance F −v and the v-order inductive fractance F v are discussed in turn.
At first, assume that the fractional primitives of a v-order capacitive fractor are zero, and F −v denotes its v-order capacitive fractance. Thus, from (2), the following is true:
where Figure 3 . 
In particular, first, if c j:1→k ≡ c and r j:1→k are not equal to each other, from (21), (34), and (35), the following can be obtained:
Equation ( 
Further, if r j:1→k ≡ r and p = 1, the following can be obtained:
Equation (38) shows that if r j:1→k ≡ r, p = 1, and
F can be derived. In this case, the v-order capacitive fractors j F c −v connected in series are actually equivalent to ordinary capacitors c j connected in series. In other words, the rule for capacitors in series is a special case of the rule for capacitive fractors in series.
Moreover, if the fractional-order of each v j -order capacitive fractor j F c −v j connected in series is different, the total input voltage V s (s) of the v j -order capacitive fractors j F c −v j connected in series can be obtained:
where v j = q j + p j is a positive real number, q j is a positive integer, and 0 ≤ p j ≤ 1. Equation (39) 
where I j i (s) denotes the input current of each jth v-order capacitive fractor j F c −v . Thus, the total input current I p (s) of the v-order capacitive fractors j F c −v connected in parallel can be derived as:
where α c 
In particular, first, if c j:1→k ≡ c and r j:1→k are not equal to each other, from (21), (41), and (42), the following can be obtained:
Equation (43) . On this occasion, the v-order capacitive fractors j F c −v connected in parallel are actually equivalent to ordinary resistors r j connected in parallel. In other words, the rule for resistors in parallel is a special case of the rule for capacitive fractors in parallel. Second, if r j:1→k ≡ r and c j:1→k are not equal to each other, one can obtain:
Equation (45) shows that if r j:1→k ≡ r, p = 1, and q = 0,
c j F can be derived. In this case, the v-order capacitive fractors j F c −v connected in parallel are actually equivalent to ordinary capacitors c j connected in parallel. In other words, the rule for capacitors in parallel is a special case of the rule for capacitive fractors in parallel.
Moreover, if the fractional-order of each v j -order capacitive fractor j F c −v j connected in parallel is different, the total input current I p (s) of the v j -order capacitive fractors j F c −v j connected in parallel can be derived as:
where v j = q j + p j is a positive real number, q j is a positive integer, and 0 ≤ p j ≤ 1. Equation (46) shows that the total input current I p (s) is the result of the nonlinear interaction among the v j -order capacitive fractors j F c −v j connected in parallel. In this case, an analytical expression of the total fractance F p −v of the v j -order capacitive fractors j F c −v j connected in parallel is quite difficult to be derived directly.
Fourthly, assume that the fractional primitives of a v-order inductive fractor is equal to zero, and F v denotes its v-order inductive fractance. Thus, from (4), the following is true:
where v = q + p is a positive real number, q is a positive integer, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, and e denotes the electric charge of a v-order inductive fractor. 
Then, from (4), the following is true: (4), (26) , and (50) show that the total fractance F s v of the v-order inductive fractors j F l v connected in series, where j = 1, 2, 3 · · · k, can be derived as:
In particular, first, if l j:1→k ≡ l and r j:1→k are not equal to each other, from (26), (50), and (51), the following can be obtained:
Equation (52) actually equivalent to ordinary resistors r j connected in series. In other words, the rule for resistors in series is a special case of the rule for inductive fractors in series. Second, if r j:1→k ≡ r and l j:1→k are not equal to each other, one can obtain:
Equation (54) shows that if r j:1→k ≡ r, p = 1, and q = 0,
l j H can be derived. In this case, the v-order inductive fractors j F l v connected in series are actually equivalent to ordinary inductors l j connected in series. In other words, the rule for inductors in series is a special case of the rule for inductive fractors in series.
Sixthly, assume that the jth v-order inductive fractors j F l v are connected in parallel, where j = 1, 2, 3 · · · k. From (4), the following is true: . Equations (4), (26) , and (56) show that the total fractance F p v of the v-order inductive fractors j F l v connected in parallel, where j = 1, 2, 3 · · · k, can be derived as:
In particular, first, if l j:1→k ≡ l and r j:1→k are not equal to each other, from (4), (56), and (57), the following can be obtained:
Equation (58) . On this occasion, the v-order inductive fractors j F l v connected in parallel are actually equivalent to ordinary resistors r j connected in parallel. In other words, the rule for resistors in parallel is a special case of the rule for inductive fractors in parallel. Second, if r j:1→k ≡ r and l j:1→k are not equal to each other, one can obtain:
Further, if r j:1→k ≡ r, and p = 1, the following can be obtained:
Equation (60) shows that if r j:1→k ≡ r, p = 1, and q = 0,
H can be derived. In this case, the v-order inductive fractors j F c −v connected in parallel are actually equivalent to ordinary inductors l j connected in parallel. In other words, the rule for inductors in parallel is a special case of the rule for inductive fractors in parallel.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In this section, through mathematical analysis and simulation results, some issues of the rules for fractors in series and parallel are discussed in detail.
A. IMPLEMENTATION OF ARBITRARY-ORDER FRACTOR
In this subsection, before discussing the rules for fractors in series and parallel, an arbitrary-order fractaor in the form of an analog circuit need to be achieved.
As previously discussed, the tree type [2] , [4] , two-circuit type [3] , [6] , H type [3] , [7] , net-grid type [3] , [8] - [10] should be four discovered natural implementations of fractor. In fact, there are zero errors between these four types of fractance [2] - [10] with infinite recursive extreme self-similar structures and an ideal fractance. The corresponding devices manufactured using the other approximate implementations of fractor [4] , [12] - [30] can never represent a purely ideal fractor. Note that for the four discovered natural implementations of fractor [2] - [10] must be of infinite recursive extreme self-similar structures, theoretically, they are usually applied to the analysis of the electrical characteristics of a purely ideal fractor. Actually, the other approximate implementations of fractor [4] , [12] - [30] are usually applied to the approximately achieved fractors. Therefore, here, the rules for approximately implemented fractors in series and parallel are mainly discussed.
Equations (1)- (4) further that a capacitor implements the first-order integral, an inductor implements the first-order differential, a v-order capacitive fractor F c −v implements the v-order fractional integral, and a v-order inductive fractor F l v implements the v-order fractional integral. Note that one crux of the approximate implementations of an arbitrary-order fractor is to perform a fractional integral operator s −v or a fractional differential operator s v in the form of an analog circuit. s −v is the reciprocal of s v . Let's suppose that v is a positive rational number. Thus, v is equal to a positive integer plus a positive rational fraction, which can be given as s v = s m s i/n , where m, n, and i are positive integers, respectively, n = 1, i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1, i/n is a positive rational fraction, and n is an arbitrary value corresponding to v. Equation (61) show that for the integer-order differential operator s m can be by means of inductors or capacitors, approximate achievement of fractional differential operator s i/n in the form of an analog circuit is a key problem of the approximate implementation of fractional differential operator s v . In addition, the binomial theorem can be used to implement an arbitrary-order fractional differential operator s i/n . if α − (βs) i/n < 1 , then from the binomial theorem, one can obtain lim 
is the restricted condition of convergence of the binomial theorem based approximate implementation of an arbitrary-order fractor. Hence, in order to get desired pass-band width for a fractor, α and β be optimal values should be set according to the actual conditions.
B. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF CAPACITANCE AND RESISTANCE OF ARBITRARY VALUE
In this subsection, to approximately achieve an arbitrary-order fractor, the implementation of capacitance and resistance of arbitrary value by active elements need to be studied.
Equations (2) and (4) further show that one essential requirement of all approximate implementations of an arbitrary-order fractor is able to perform capacitance and resistance of arbitrary value in the form of an analog circuit. For a capacitive fractor, it is constituted by a set of capacitors and resistors in a certain structure; for inductive fractor, it is constituted by a set of inductors and resistors in a certain structure. Since an inductor can be implemented by a capacitor using gyrator, only the achievement of capacitance and resistance of arbitrary value by active elements are discussed following. In order to easily achieve an integrated circuit, gain a wider pass-band, and gain better high-frequency characteristics, an operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) is usually emploied in actual circuits to implement capacitance and resistance of arbitrary value. We propose to implement two equivalent OTA circuits for an analog resistor and an analog capacitor. They are shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , G m is the amplifier gain of OTA. From Figure 5 , according to circuits and systems theory, we can derive that the input impedance R i of a resistor and the input capacitance Z i of a capacitor in Laplace transform domain. It follows that, respectively:
Thus, we can derive the input resistance r i and the input capacitance c i in the time domain. It follows that, respectively:
According to Kirchhoff's current law, the input current and output current of a two-terminal analog network are equal to each other. Thus, it follows that:
If G m5 = G m2 , it yields an interference voltage-controlled current source. It follows that, respectively:
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Equations (63) and (64) show that we can adjust G m1 , G m2 , G m3 , and G m4 to achieve capacitance and resistance of arbitrary value. Further, temperature variation has effects on the G m of OTA, but the effects of temperature variation on r i and c i are restrained because the power of G m is equal in (63) and (64).
In addition, we propose to implement s −m s −i/n by OTA and voltage mode operational amplifier (VOA), where m, n, and i are positive integers, n = 1, i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1, and i/n is a positive rational fraction. v is an arbitrary-order, and n is corresponding to v. The analogue circuit implementation of s −1 s −i/n is shown in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 , where F i/n = s −i/n . From Figure 6 , we can derive that the (−1 − i/n)-order input capacitive reactance of a (−1 − i/n)-order capacitive fractor s −1 s −i/n . It follows that:
C. APPROXIMATELY IMPLEMENTED FRACTORS IN SERIES AND PARALLEL
In this subsection, approximately implemented fractors in series and parallel are further analyzed in detail. Example 1: Before analyzing approximately implemented fractors in series and parallel, an approximate implementation of fractor should be achieved. To facilitate the analyses, we only approximately implement a capacitive fractor in this example. Likewise, the result of inductive fractor is similar to that of capacitive fractor.
From (62) and (64), according to the binomial theorem, assume that α = 1 and β = 10 −4 , we can derive an approximate implementation of a certain band-pass filtering capacitive fractor s −1/2 . It follows that in vector form:
On the basis of the solution identification theorem of nonhomogeneous linear equations, we can derive the nonzero solutions s 1/4 , s 1/2 , s 3/4 T to (69), as shown at the top of the next page. Therefore, from the Cramer's rule, it follows that (70), as shown at the top of the next page. s 1/4 , s 1/2 , s 3/4 T are the nonzero solutions of (69). For s −1/2 is the reciprocal of s 1/2 , thus from (70), it follows that (71), shown at the top of the next page.
Equation (71) is an approximate implementation of a band-pass filtering capacitive fractor s −1/2 . Equation (71) shows that all poles of the band-pass filtering capacitive fractor s −1/2 are on the left half plane. Therefore, the bandpass filtering capacitive fractor s −1/2 is a stable system. From (71), we can derive the corresponding analog cascade circuit of the band-pass filtering capacitive fractor s −1/2 , as shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 , from (63) and (64), we can implement a negative resistance or a negative capacitance by the active elements. Furthermore, substituting jω for s in (71), where j denotes an imaginary unit, and ω denotes angular frequency, we can derive the Bode diagram of the aforementioned approximate implementation of capacitive fractor s −1/2 and the ideal filter of capacitive fractor s −1/2 , as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 7 , 
from (2) From (2), (71), and Figure 9 , we can derive the 1/2-order capacitive reactance of the same two 1/2-order capacitive fractors s −1/2 in their approximate implementations of Example 1, respectively. Thus, it follows that:
where 1 F c −1/2 and 2 F c −1/2 denote the first and second 1/2-order capacitive reactances of the first and second series of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in series in Figure 9 , respectively. Thus, from (23), the following can be obtained:
where 1 F −1/2 and 2 F −1/2 denote the first and second 1/2-order capacitive fractances of the first and second series of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in series in Figure 9 , respectively. For c 1 = c 2 = c = 1 and r 1 = r 2 = r = 1, from (34), it follows that:
where 1+2 F c −1/2 denotes the 1/2-order capacitive reactance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in series in Figure 9 . Thus, from (34), (35), and (75), we can derive the total fractance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in series in Figure 9 , given as:
where F s −v denotes the total fractance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in series in Figure 9 . In addition, from (71) and (75), we can further derive the 1/2-order capacitive reactance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in series in Figure 9 , given as (77), shown at the bottom of this page. Figure 10 . Comparing Figure 7 with Figure 10 , we can further see that all resistances in Figure 10 are the double size of all corresponding resistances in Figure 7 , while all capacitances in Figure 10 are the half size of all corresponding capacitances in Figure 7 , respectively. Substituting jω for sin (77), where j denotes an imaginary unit, and ω denotes angular frequency, we can derive the Bode diagram of the same two approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in series, as shown in Figure 11 . 
where 1//2 F c −1/2 denotes the 1/2-order capacitive reactance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in parallel in Figure 12 . Thus, from (41), (42), and (78), we can derive the total fractance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in parallel in Figure 12 , given as: VOLUME 4, 2016 where F s −v denotes the total fractance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in parallel in Figure 12 . In addition, from (71) and (78), we can further derive the 1/2-order capacitive reactance of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in parallel in Figure 12 , given as (80), shown at the bottom of this page. Note that all poles of the arbitrary-order fractors connected in parallel can keep the same as all corresponding poles of every parallel fractors. Furthermore, all poles of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in parallel are on the left half plane. Thus, the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in parallel is a stable system. From (77), we can derive the corresponding equivalent circuit of the analog parallel circuit of the same two 1/2-order approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 , as shown in Figure 13 .
Comparing Figure 7 with Figure 13 , we can further see that all resistances in Figure 13 are the half size of all corresponding resistances in Figure 7 , and all capacitances in Figure 13 are the double size of all corresponding capacitances in Figure 7 , respectively. Substituting jω for s in (77), where j denotes an imaginary unit, and ω denotes angular frequency, we can derive the Bode diagram of the same two approximately implemented capacitive fractors s −1/2 connected in parallel, as shown in Figure 14 . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Fractional calculus has evolved as an important, contemporary branch of mathematical analyses. The origin of fractional calculus was concurrent with that of integerorder calculus; however, until recently, the applications of fractional calculus were limited to mathematics. Now, fractional calculus appears to be a novel promising mathematical method for physical scientists and engineering technicians. The application of fractional calculus to circuits and systems, especially to a promising fractional-order circuit element called fractor, is an emerging and interesting discipline, in which insufficient studies have been implemented. Fractional calculus has been applied to circuits and systems mainly because of its inherent strength of long-term memory, non-locality, and weak singularity. The term ''fractor'' arose following the successful synthesis of a fractionalorder capacitor or a fractional-order inductor in an analog circuit. The term ''fractance'', as a portmanteau of ''the fractional-order impedance,'' refers to the fractional-order impedance of a fractor. Thus, it is natural to ponder what the measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance are. Until now, however, no efficient measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance have been proposed, which is a challenging theoretical problem. Motivated by this need, in this paper, based on the aforementioned studies, here and in the companion paper (Part II), the measurement units and physical dimensions of fractance and rules for fractors in series and parallel are discussed in detail. We use a state-ofthe-art mathematical method, fractional calculus, to analyze the proposed conceptual framework. In particular, part I proposed to introduce the position of purely ideal fractor in Chua's circuit axiomatic element system and the fractionalorder reactance of fractor in its natural implementation. This paper discusses fundamental issues, whereas Part II is devoted to the measurement units and physical dimensions of purely ideal fractance and the rules for fractors in series and parallel.
